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Abstract 
This paper describes an algebraic approach to the sharing analysis of logic programs based 
on an abstract domain of set logic programs. Set logic programs are logic programs in which 
the terms are sets of variables and unification is based on an associative, commutative, and 
idempotent equality theory. All of the basic operations required for sharing analyses, as well 
as their formal justification, are based on simple algebraic properties of set substitutions and 
set-based atoms. An ordering on set-based syntactic objects, similar to “less general” on con- 
crete syntactic objects, is shown to reflect the notion of “less sharing” information. The (ab- 
stract) unification of a pair of set-based terms corresponds to finding their most general AC11 
unifier with respect to this ordering. The unification of a set of equations between set-based 
terms is defined exactly as in the concrete case, by solving the equations one by one and repeat- 
edly applying their solutions to the remaining equations. We demonstrate that all of the op- 
erations in a sharing analysis have natural definitions which are both correct and 
optimal. 0 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
Keywords: Program analysis; AC1 unification; Variable sharing 
1. Introduction 
Two or more variables in a logic program are said to be aliased if in some execu- 
tion of the program they are bound to terms which contain a common variable. A 
variable in a logic program is said to be ground if it is bound to a ground term in 
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every execution of the program. A variable is said to be linear if it is bound to a linear 
term in every execution of the program. Aliasing, groundness and linearity informa- 
tion, often called sharing information in the logic programming community, provide 
the basis for a wide range of program optimizations and other useful applications. 
Such information can be used to identify circumstances in which the occur check 
may be safely dispensed with [33,35] or to determine run-time goal independence 
which can be used to eliminate costly run-time checks in and-parallel execution of 
logic programs [32,25,24]. In the context of concurrent logic programming lan- 
guages, sharing information can be used to identify single-writer properties (e.g., 
structures which are constructed by a single process). Though most of these applica- 
tions focus on aliasing and groundness information, the availability of linearity in- 
formation is also useful for improving the precision of sharing analyses. 
This paper presents a novel algebraic approach for the sharing analysis of logic 
programs using set logic programs. The terms in a set logic program are sets of 
variables. Atoms contain sets of variables instead of terms. Standard unification is 
replaced by a suitable unification for sets based on the well studied notion of 
ACIl-unification [2,29]. Namely, unification in the presence of an associative, com- 
mutative, and idempotent equality theory with a unit element (the empty set). Shar- 
ing analyses are semantic based and formalized in terms of an abstract domain 
consisting of set-based atoms and substitutions. The variables in such atoms specify 
information about possible aliasing and definite groundness and linearity in the cor- 
responding argument positions of concrete atoms. Substitutions are set substitutions, 
which are mappings from variables to sets of variables. 
All of the basic operations required for sharing analyses, as well as their formal 
justification, are based on simple algebraic properties of set substitutions and set- 
based atoms. The composition of set substitutions, application of a set substitution 
to an atom, and the projection of a set substitution to a set of relevant variables, 
all maintain their standard definitions (just as for standard substitutions). An order- 
ing on set-based syntactic objects (similar to “less general” on concrete syntactic ob- 
jects) reflects the notion of “less sharing”. As a consequence, sharing is downwards 
closed with respect to this ordering. The unification of a pair of set-based terms cor- 
responds to finding their most general AC11 unifier with respect to this ordering. The 
unification of a set of equations between set-based terms is defined exactly as in the 
concrete case, by solving the equations one by one and repeatedly applying their so- 
lutions to the remaining equations. We demonstrate that all of the operations in a 
sharing analysis have natural definitions which are both correct and optimal. 
Our approach has several additional advantages over previous proposals for shar- 
ing analysis of logic programs: (1) The abstract substitutions in our domain are like 
substitutions and can hence be applied to other syntactic objects. This facilitates the 
implementation, supporting an approach which combines program abstraction (re- 
placing terms by sets of variables) with concrete evaluation (enhanced by AC1 1 -uni- 
fication). This approach is derived from ideas presented in Refs. [23,14,22] and often 
termed abstract compilation. It has been applied in a variety of applications 
[20,21,9,11]. To our knowledge, no previous work has provided an abstract compi- 
lation scheme for sharing information. (2) Most of the recent work on sharing ana- 
lyses for logic programs attempts to justify the correctness of the proposed abstract 
operations (e.g., unification) by mimicking the behavior of a suitable corresponding 
concrete algorithm (for example as in Refs. [7,8]). In contrast, in this paper we focus 
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on algebraic properties (e.g., of a most general unifier). For example, we first 
characterize the algebraic properties of an abstract most general unifier in the con- 
text of a sharing analysis, and then provide an abstract unification algorithm and 
prove that it computes an object satisfying the required properties. 
One of the more widely applied sharing analyses reported in the literature is the so 
called set-sharing analysis due to Jacobs and Langen [25], first implemented by Mu- 
thukumar and Hermenegildo [32]. This analysis plays a central role in the And-Par- 
allel Prolog compiler described in Ref. [24]. The analysis of Jacobs and Langen as 
well as many of its extensions are developed within the framework of abstract inter- 
pretation [16] which provides the basis for a semantic approach to dataflow analysis. 
In this paper, we show that the domain of set substitutions is isomorphic to the set- 
sharing domain of Jacobs and Langen and argue that set logic programs provide a 
natural and intuitive means for describing correct and optimal set-sharing analyses. 
A contribution of our presentation is thus an optimal sharing analysis for the do- 
main of Jacobs and Langen obtained through the domain isomorphism. To our 
knowledge, no previous work has provided optimality results for sharing analysis. 
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces preliminary 
definitions and presents some properties of (standard) substitutions and atoms which 
provide the foundation for the proposed sharing analysis. Section 3 presents the syn- 
tax of set logic programs with which we construct the domains of abstract atoms and 
abstract substitutions for sharing analysis. The abstract domains are detailed in Sec- 
tion 4 and their operations are described in Section 5. For convenience in presenta- 
tion, these sections focus on groundness and aliasing information only, which is 
denoted, in a broad sense, set-sharing. Section 6 proves that the domains based on 
set logic programs are isomorphic to the well known set-sharing domain of Jacobs 
and Langen. Section 7 provides an example of bottom-up sharing analysis construct- 
ed on the basis of our abstract domain and the well-known s-semantics. Section 8 
illustrates the extension of the domains with linearity information. Finally, Section 9 
concludes. This paper is an extended version of Ref. [12]. 
2. Preliminaries 
This section introduces some preliminary definitions and fixes the notation which 
will be used throughout. In addition, we introduce several properties of substitutions 
and atoms which provide the background and basic intuition for the set-sharing an- 
alyses developed in this paper. Of particular interest are the non-standard orderings 
on syntactic objects for which set-sharing and linearity information are downwards 
closed properties. 
In the following we assume a familiarity with the standard definitions and notation 
for logic programs as described in Refs. [30,1]. For a set of function symbols E and vari- 
ables V, we let T(X, Y) denote the set of terms constructed using symbols from C and 
variables from V. The set of atoms constructed using predicate symbols from II and 
terms from T(C, V) is denoted by BY. The set of variables occurring in a syntactic ob- 
ject s is denoted oars(s). We say that a term t is ground, denotedground( if uars(t) = 0. 
The term t is linear, denoted linear(t), if all variables in t have single occurrences. 
A substitution 8 is a mapping from V to T(X, V) which acts as the identity func- 
tion except for a finite set of variables, i.e., its domain dam(0) = {x E V 1 x0 # X} is 
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finite. The range of a substitution is defined as range(d) = (x0 ) x E &m(B)}. The 
composition of substitutions 0 and Ic/ is defined as usual and denoted 9 o $. A sub- 
stitution II/ is idempotent if rl/ o $ = $ (or equivalently if dam($) n range($) = 8). The 
set of idempotent substitutions is denoted Sub. The empty (identity) substitution is 
denoted E. The projection of a substitution H on a set of variables D, denoted by 
OID, is defined as usual. A substitution extends to apply to any syntactic object in 
the usual way. 
The standard “less general” ordering on terms is denoted tr 6 t2. Recall that a 
term tr is less general than t2 if there exists a substitution 0 such that tr = t,tJ. Sim- 
ilarly, 8, < 13~ denotes that a substitution tlr is less general than Q2 which is the case if 
there exists a substitution d such that 0, = f& o 19. 
A set S is downward-closed with respect to a given order relation L ifs E S and 
s’ L s implies s’ E S. 
A unljier of two terms tl and t2 is a substitution t? such that tl0 = t21J. A unifier 9 is 
said to be a most general unifier (mgu) of tl and t2 if $ < f3 for any other unifier II/ of tl 
and tz. This definition extends for other syntactic objects such as atoms. 
We typically consider syntactic objects “modulo the naming of variables”. The el- 
ements of @(&I*-), i.e., sets of atoms, modulo variable renaming, are called interpr- 
etations. Given an equivalence class (induced by renaming) of syntactic objects 
and a finite set of variables V, it is always possible to find a representative of the class 
which contains no variables from V. Let Z be a set of (equivalence classes of) syntac- 
tic objects and let s be a syntactic object. Then, A +& Z denotes that A is a renaming 
(representative) of an element of Z which does not share variables with s. Further- 
more, we extend this to specify tuples of renamed apart syntactic objects: 
(A,,.. ,A,,) <<s Z w A(Ai K,~ I) A A(oars(Ai) n Uars(Aj) = 0) 
i=l Ifi 
Abstract interpretation: We assume the standard framework of abstract interpr- 
etation [16] in which a program analysis is viewed as a non-standard, abstract se- 
mantics defined over a domain of data descriptions. An abstract semantics is 
constructed by replacing operations in a suitable concrete semantics with corre- 
sponding abstract operations defined on data descriptions. Program analyses are de- 
fined by providing finitely computable abstract interpretations which preserve 
interesting aspects of program behavior. Formal justification of program analyses 
is reduced to proving conditions on the relation between data and data descriptions 
and on the elementary operations defined on the data descriptions. Abstract inter- 
pretations are formalized in terms of Galois insertions. A Galois insertion is a qua- 
druple (A, CC, B, y) where: 
1. (A, &,,) and (B, LB) are complete lattices of concrete and abstract domains respec- 
tively; 
2. CY : A -+ B and y : B -+ A are monotonic functions called abstraction and concretiza- 
tion functions respectively; and 
3. a LA y(cl(a)) and cr(y(b)) = b for every a E A and b E B. 
Domain isomorphism: We say that two abstract domains BI and B2 of a concrete 
domain A are isomorphic if they describe the same properties of the concrete domain 
and are equally precise [ 171. From the formal point of view the corresponding Galois 
insertions (A, Q, B,, y,) and (A, CI~, B2, y2) are isomorphic if 
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1. there exists a set isomorphism between the underlying posets B1 and B2 provided by 
a bijective function f : B1 H B2 and its inverse f-l : B2 t--) B1; 
2. there is an order isomorphism (also called order-embedding) between B1 and BZ, i.e., 
for any pair of elements bl, b’, E BI, bl LB, b’, implies f(b,) LB, f (b;), or equiva- 
lently for any pair of elements b2, bi E Bz, bZ LB, bi implies f -’ (bZ) &, f -' (bh); 
3. the closure operators y, o c(~ and y2 o t12 are equivalent. 
Set-sharing: We say that a set of variables S occurs in a substitution I3 through the 
variable v, if S is (exactly) the set of variables in the domain of (3 which are mapped 
to terms containing v. If S occurs in 0 through some variable v then we say that S is a 
set of variables which share under 0. The sharing of sets of variables is usually (in- 
formally) understood with respect to a finite domain of variables of interest 
D C -Y-. We shall assume, without loss of generality, that the domain of interest is 
the domain of the substitution being considered. As in Ref. [25], we provide the fol- 
lowing definition for the notion of occurrence: 
occs: Sub x Y- -+ a(V), 
occs(0, v) = {x E D 1 v E vars(x~)}. (1) 
The set-sharing of a substitution 8, denoted L&‘(O), is the set of sets of variables which 
share under 8: 
d: Sub + dd”U), 
d(e) = {0ccs(e, 21) 1 v E v) (4 
Observe that a variable x E D does not occur in any of the sets in d(0) if and only if 
0 maps x to a ground term. 
Similar to the notion of set-sharing for substitutions we consider also the sharing 
of variables between the argument positions of an atom. We say that a set of (inte- 
ger) argument positions N occurs in an atom p through the variable v, if N is (exact- 
ly) the set of argument positions of p which contain the variable v. If N occurs in p 
through some v then we say that N is a set of arguments which share in p. The fol- 
lowing definitions are straightforward extensions of Eqs. (1) and (2): 
occs’: By- x v- -+ p(N), 
occs’(p(tl) . ..,&),V) = (1 <i<n 1 V E VUTS(ti)}. (3) 
The set-sharing for an atom a, denoted &“(a), is the set of sets of argument positions 
which share in p: 
Sk : gBy. H dP(4) 
d’(a) = (OCCS’(U, v) (v E V) 
(4) 
In fact, set-sharing for substitutions and for atoms represent the same kind of infor- 
mation considering that an atom a(tl, . . . , tn) can be represented as a pair 
ah,. ..,JCn),{~l~tl,. ..,x,ctt,} wherexi,. . . ,x, are fresh distinct variables not oc- 
curringintl,...,t,. 
Linearity: Traditionally, information about aliasing of variables is augmented by 
linearity. The linear argument positions in an atom a or a substitution 0 are denoted 
linearity(a) and Zinearity( e), respectively and defined by: 
linearity(p( tl , . . . , tn)) = { 1 < i < n 1 linear(&)}, 
linearity(8) = {x E dam(8) 1 Zinear(x8)). (5) 
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Orderings for sharing analysis: Two special types of substitutions are of particular 
interest for our presentation. 
1. We say that a substitution I+!I is an independent-range substitution (ir-substitution 
for short) if 
Vx,y E dam(+). (x # y) + (uars(x$) n vars(j$) = 0). (6) 
2. We say that $ is a linear substitution if II/ is an independent-range substitution 
which maps variables to linear terms. 
Independent-range and linear substitutions are of interest as they do not introduce 
additional set-sharing and non-linearity to the syntactic objects to which they are ap- 
plied. To formalize this we introduce two partial orders on atoms (and other syntac- 
tic objects): 
1. We say that al < ira2 (aI precedes a2 in the ir-ordering) if there exists an ir-substi- 
tution $ on the variables of a2 such that al = a2$. Similarly, 81 < irQ2, assuming 
without loss of generality the domain of interest D = dom(&) = dom(&) 3, if there 
exists an ir-substitution II/ on the range of O2 such that 8i = (0, o $) To. 
2. We say that al < lina2 (a, precedes a2 in the lin-ordering) if there exists a linear sub- 
stitution I/ on the variables of a2 such that al = az$. Similarly, 8, 6 ljne2 assuming 
without loss of generality the domain of interest D = dom(&) = dom(Q,), if there 
exists a linear substitution II/ on the range of Q2 such that 8, = (& o $) To. 
The relation between these two orderings and sharing properties is clarified by the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. For substitutions 0, 6’, such that dam(8) = dom(8’) = D and atoms a, a’: 
1. e G i,e’ =+- d(e) c dye’); 
2. a < i,a’ * &‘(a) c &‘(a’); 
3. e < line’ * linearity(e) 2 Zinearity(8’); 
4. a < /ina’ * linearity(a) > linearity(a’). 
Proof. We prove Eqs. (1) and (3). The proofs of Eqs. (2) and (4) are similar. 
If 8< i,O’ then there exists an ir-substitution $ on the range of 8’ such that 
8 = (e' o +) to. c onsider a member of &(B’ o $). It is of the form: occs(8’ o $, U) = 
{x E DI v E uars(xO’rl/)} for some variable a. Since $ is an k-substitution and 
vars(range(0’)) = dam($), there is exactly one variable u’ E uars(range(0’)) mapped 
by ti to a term containing u. Thus, the set of variables occurring in e’$ through v occur 
in 8’ through u’, i.e., occs(O’ o $, U) = occs(#, u’). Therefore, occs(B’ o $, U) E d(6)‘), or 
equivalently d(e) G d(e'). 
If 0 < J9 then there exists a linear substitution $ on the range of 8’ such that 
e= (e'o+)t,. F or a variable x E D, the substitution rl/ maps all variables in xB’ to 
linear terms which have no variables in common (since $ is also an ir-substitution). 
Thus, linearity of x0’ implies linearity of xe’$. 0 
Corollary 2.2. The properties of linearity and (the complement of) set-sharing are 
downwards closed with respect to < /in and < ir, respectiuely. 
3 We always may extend 81 and/or 82 with “renaming mappings” of the form V ++ V’ in such a way that 
this assumption holds, 
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Note that the orderings < ir and < /in capture the notions of “less aliasing” and 
“more linearity”, respectively. Observe also that J&‘(O) C: ,Qz(e’) implies that 8 
grounds more variables than f3’. Thus, “less sharing” means also (possibly) “more 
groundness”. 
Example 1. Consider the following substitutions: 
6, = {A++P,BHQ,CH~(R,R)}, 
e4 = w+f(~,z), B++d.w, c+-+,b)~ 
Assume the domain of variables of interest D = {A, B, C}. The substitutions 8,, e3 
and 6, are independent-range but non-linear due to non-linear terms t(R,R) and 
t(H, H) and dJ,J) in their ranges. The substitution e2 is not independent-range 
since it introduces sharing between A and B through Y. As a result it is also non-lin- 
ear even though all terms in its range are linear. 
Now consider the standard ordering between these substitutions: 
l 64 9 8, provided by e3 = (6, o 1,4,+~) to, where 
II/ 113 = {f'++f(F,a), Q-da, G), R-W 
l e4 6 8i provided by e4 = (6, o $,+4) to, where 
* 1-4 = {P++f(a,Z), QHs(J,J), R+-+b) 
l f13 6 I32 provided by e3 = (6, o $2+3) to, where 
G 2-3 = {XHF, y ++a, ZHG, W-H, V-H} . . 
The substitution $,,3 is linear; $,14 is independent-range; and $2+3 is not an in- 
dependent-range substitution due to the aliasing of Wand V provided by variable H. 
Thus, in addition to the standard ordering we can say that e3 < lint9l and e4 < &. Of 
course, e3 < &i implies also e3 < ire,. 
UniJicution with linear terms: The following property of most general unifiers when 
linear terms are involved is useful when designing an abstract unification algorithm 
in the presence of linearity information. 
Let tl and t2 be terms. We say that a variable x in the equation tl = t2 is co-linear if 
uurs(t~) n vurs(t~) = 0 and either x: E uurs(t2) and Zineur(tl) or x E uurs(tl) and 
Zinear( tz). 
Lemma 2.3. Let t and t’ be terms. Then, the projection of mgu(t, t’) on the co-linear 
variables of the equation t = t’ is a linear substitution. 
Proof. Let t= (tl,. . . ,t,,) and ? = (t’,, . . . , t’,) be tuples of terms such that t is linear 
and uu~~(i) n uur@) = 0. We show that the projection of 8 = mgu(t, I) on uu~s(~) is 
a linear substitution. Define the depth factor of a tuple (t, , . . . , tn) to be a pair (d, n) 
where d is the maximal depth of a term in (tl , . . . , tn). The proof is by induction on 
the depth factor of (tl , . . . , tn) (the linear tuple). 
For the base case, the depth factor is (0,l) which means that the unification is of 
the form mgu(X, t’) or of the form mgu(u, t’) (i.e., the left argument is either a vari- 
able or a constant). In both cases the projection of the most general unifier on uurs(t’) 
is trivially a linear substitution. 
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Assume now that the lemma holds for all tuples of linear terms with a depth factor 
less than (d, PZ) (in the standard enumeration for pairs). Consider a unification of the 
form 8 = mgu((t1,. . . ) t,), (t’l, . . ) n t’)) such that the depth factor of (ti, . . ) t,,) is 
(d,n). Observe that 8 = $ o cp where $ = mgu(tr, t{) and cp = mgu((tz,. . . , tn), 
(4,. . , tL)$). Note that $ does not affect the variables in (t2,. . . , t,J which does 
not share any variables with tl nor ti . Both unification problems have left arguments 
which are linear and have depth factors which are smaller than (d, n). Hence by the 
induction hypothesis $ and cp have linear projections on uars(t’, ) and 
uurs( (t;, . . , ti)). This implies that their composition 0 has a linear projection on 
uars((t;,...,t;)). 0 
The following example demonstrates that Lemma 2.3 does not hold if we relax the 
requirement that uars(tl) rl uars(t2) = 0. 
Example 2. Consider the unification of the linear term tl = f(A, B) with t2 = 
f(g(~J)>A) h’ h w ic involves a common variable A. The most general unifier of tl 
and t2 is 8 = {Awg(W, W), BHg(W, W), X H W}. Observe that the projection of 8 
on uurs(t2) is not linear. 
Note that if both tl and t2 are linear then Lemma 2.3 implies that mgu(tl, t2) is a 
linear substitution. 
3. Set logic programs 
The sharing analyses described in this paper are constructed using a first order 
language, similar to that of logic programs, which we call set logic programs. Intu- 
itively, set logic programs are logic programs in which the terms are sets of variables. 
This section introduces the syntactic constructs for set logic programs. Namely, the 
set-based notions of terms, atoms and substitutions. As these form the basis for an 
abstract domain they are referred to as abstract terms, abstract atoms and abstract 
substitutions. The definitions and functionality of these entities resemble closely 
those of the corresponding concrete syntactic elements. 
3.1. Abstract terms and atoms 
Syntactically, we assume a set of variables V” and an underlying alphabet C’ = 
{@, 0) consisting of a single binary function symbol $ which “glues” elements to- 
gether and a single constant symbol 0 to represent the empty set. Abstract terms, 
or set expressions, are elements of the term algebra T(C@, V) modulo an equality 
theory consisting of the following axioms: 
(X @ y) @ z = x @ (y @ z) (associativity), 
xcT3y=ycBx (commutativity), 
x@x=x (idempotence), 
xcB0=x (unit element). 
This equality theory is sometimes referred to as AC11 and the corresponding 
equivalence relation on terms denoted =ACII. This notion of equivalence suggests 
that abstract terms can be viewed as flat sets of variables. For example, the terms 
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XI ~3 x2 @x3, xi @ x2 CB x3 CB 0, and xi @x2 @ x3 @ x2 can each be viewed as represent- 
ing the set {xi ,x2,x3} of three variables. In the following we do not distinguish be- 
tween set expressions and sets of variables, often referring to the set of variables 
in a term as a set expression. Abstract atoms are entities of the form p(z,, . . , 7,) 
where p/n E II and 71, . . . , z, are abstract terms. 
3.2. Abstract substitutions 
Abstract substitutions, or set substitutions, are substitutions which map variables 
of Y to abstract terms from T(X@, 9’). We denote the set of idempotent abstract sub- 
stitutions by Sub@. The application of an abstract substitution p to an abstract term r 
is defined as usual by replacing occurrences of each variable x in z by the abstract term 
xp. The standard operations on abstract substitutions such as projection and compo- 
sition are also defined just as for usual substitutions. Abstract independent-range sub- 
stitutions and a corresponding partial order on abstract terms, atoms and 
substitutions are defined as in the concrete case. Namely, an abstract substitution is 
said to be independent-range if it satisfies the condition of Eq. (6). For abstract atoms 
n1 and 7c2, we say that rzl dir 7r2 if there exists an abstract independent-range substi- 
tution $ on the variables of 7c2 such that rcl = rc2$. Similarly, for abstract substitu- 
tions p, and pz such that D = dom(p,) = dom(p,), ,u~ ii, p2, if there exists an 
independent-range substitution I/ on the range of c(~ such that pi = (p2 o 9) ID. 
These preorders induce corresponding equivalence relations on abstract atoms 
and substitutions and partial orders on the equivalence classes. We say that the ab- 
stract atoms (or substitutions) rci and rc2 are k-equivalent, denoted by 7~1 Mir 7~2 if 
~1 dir ~2 and 7t2 dir 7~1. 
Note that similar to the case of concrete syntactic objects, abstract substitutions 
considered together with predicate names are equivalent to abstract atoms. In Sec- 
tion 6 we use this property for establishing an isomorphism between our domain 
for sharing analysis (based on atoms) and the domain of Jacobs and Langen (based 
on substitutions). 
The set of abstract atoms modulo k-equivalence is denoted [g$I,,,. We often 
write by abuse of notation 59;. instead of [93$-l,,, and denote the equivalence class 
[xl=,, by rc. We also denote the equivalence of abstract atoms rci Mir 712 by equality 
rcl = 7c2 because the corresponding equivalence classes [rcl],,, and [rc~],,, are identical 
in this case. 
Intuitively, the orders dir on abstract atoms and substitutions reflect a notion 
of “less sharing” similar to the corresponding orders on concrete objects described 
in Section 2. In fact, it is straightforward to apply the definitions of set-sharing 
and the results of Lemma 2.1 from Section 2 also to abstract atoms and substitu- 
tions. 
Observation 1. The statements of Lemma 2.1 apply also to abstract atoms and 
substitutions. 
When constructing the abstract domains a stronger result will be obtained: nl dir 
712 implies that the concrete objects described by rcl contain less sharing than the con- 
crete objects described by 7t2. However, this is better delayed until the appropriate 
definitions have been introduced. 
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Example 3. Consider the following abstract atoms: 
Xl =P({A,B},{B,C},{A,B,D}), 71.2 =P(w,v,y~~Gf>z~)> 
713 = P({U), {V), {U, WI), n4 = P({F), 0, v9) 
The first and the third arguments of xl share through A, while all three arguments 
share through B. The second and third arguments of nl contain independent vari- 
ables (C and D, respectively) which are not shared with other arguments. In rc2 all 
three arguments share through X, and in 7r3 the first and the third arguments share. 
In 714 also the first and the third arguments share, however in contrast to 713 the third 
argument contains no independent variables and the second argument is ground. 
Thus, rci contains more set-sharing than each of rc2, 7r3 and 7r4. In our domain this 
is captured as IQ dir ni, 7c3 -&. rcl and 7r4 &. ~1. This is because 7r2 = rr,$,, 7~3 = 
nl$2 and 7c4 = rcit+k3 where: 
I), = {Add, BHX, C-Y, D-Z}, 
G2={A-U, B-0, CHV, D+-+W}, 
$3 = {A-F, B-0, CH~, D&J} 
Note also that 714 dir rc3 with 7r4 = 7c3$4 where t+G4 = {UHF, VH~, WHO}. 
The following observation considers the case when rrl -& 7c2 and rcl $ ir7c2. It fol- 
lows that there exists a ground (abstract) substitution $ such that rc1 = 7~245. 
Observation 2. For abstract atoms ~1 and 712 such that ~1 $ ;rn2 and ~1 dir 712 there 
exists a variable z in vars(n2) such that nl dir TC~ { z++@ }. This is because the variables 
are.meant to represent possible aliasing of the atom arguments. If ~1 and 712 belong to 
deferent ir-equivalence classes, and ~1 dir 712, then 712 represents more sharing than nl . 
Therefore, x2 has at least one variable more than 7~1. By grounding this variable 712 may 
still represent more sharing, or the same sharing than rc~. A similar result holds for 
abstract substitutions and implies that if pL1 $ ir,+ and p, -& u2 then there exists a 
variable z in range(u2) such that u, dj, (,a2 o {z++a)})r,, assuming dom(p,) = 
dom(u2) = D. 
Example 4. Fig. 1 depicts the lattice of abstract atoms constructed using a predicate 
symbolp/2 E II, ordered by the -& relation. Note that p({A, B}, {A, C}) is the most 
general atom (with respect to this ordering) in the lattice, and not p({B}, {C}). This 
fact reflects the main difference between &-ordering and the standard ordering of 
syntactic objects. In the &-ordering an atom containing all possible set-sharing is 
the most general among all comparable atoms. Note that for each pair of abstract 
atoms connected by an edge, the lower atom can be obtained by applying a ground 
substitution (which binds a single variable to 0) to the upper atom. 
It is important for the sharing analysis and interesting on its own right that the 
equivalence of abstract atoms partitions B?T- into a finite number of equivalence 
classes (assuming of course a finite set II). This result guarantees finite approxima- 
tions and terminating analyses in our domain as we will see in the following. 
Theorem 3.1. [L~JF]+ is$nite. 
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Fig. 1. Abstract atoms constructed using p/2 E II ordered by d;,. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that for any predicate symbol p/n the number of associated 
equivalence classes of abstract atoms [p(ri , . . . , r,)],,, is finite. We prove the claim by 
demonstrating that each equivalence class of the form Ip(ri, . . . , z,)]~.,, has a 
representative containing at most 2” - 1 variables. Assume an atom rc has more than 
2” - 1 distinct variables. Then there are at least two variables x and y occurring in 
exactly the same set of argument positions of a. Consider the atom n’ = 
~{XH0, YHZ} where z is a fresh variable. By construction we have n’ -& rc and it 
is easy to see that rc dir ‘/I’ with rc = 71’ {z HX BY}. Thus, rc and x’ are in the same 
equivalence class and ]uar.s( rc’) 1 = 1 zzz~~(rr) ] - 1. It follows that for any atom having 
two or more variables in the same set of argument positions we can find an 
equivalent atom with a smaller set of variables. So, for any atom constructed using 
p/n there exists an equivalent atom with all variables occurring in distinct subsets of 
argument positions, i.e., an atom with at most 2” - 1 variables. 0 
Theorem 3.1 demonstrates that for any equivalence class of abstract atoms there 
exists a “minimal” representative with a bound number of abstract variables. This 
representative is canonical up to renaming of abstract variables. In the following 
we assume that such a canonical representative of the corresponding equivalence 
class is considered. 
Example 5. Note that p(X @ Y $xS, Ys, X CB Y cl3 Z) qr p(X’ @A%, Ys, X’ @Z) 
where the equivalence is provided by the pair of independent-range substitutions: 
h,, = W’++X@ Y) and h,, = (Y-0, XHX’}. Note that the first and third 
arguments share through X and Y, as well as through X’ alone. This is redundant, 
since the variables are meant to represent possible aliasing of the arguments, 
regardless of the number of variables shared (and of the particular variables shared). 
Therefore, the atom p(X’ @Xs, Ys, X’ @ Z) (modulo renaming) will be considered 
the minimal canonical representative of its class. Intuitively, this is so because the 
set-sharing represented by all atoms in such a class is already present in the above 
atom, and it has the minimal number of variables. 
The reader familiar with the Sharing domain of Ref. [25] will observe that the 
equivalence relation on abstract atoms reflects the same notion as that conveyed 
by the sharing sets of Jacobs and Langen. This is no coincidence and is elaborated 
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on in Section 6. Note also that from the implementation perspective, abstract atoms 
should be maintained using minimal representatives of their corresponding equiva- 
lence classes. 
4. An abstract domain for sharing analysis 
We propose set logic programs as a formal basis for studying sharing properties of 
logic programs. The sets of variables in the arguments of an abstract atom represent 
possible set-sharing between corresponding concrete arguments. 
4.1. Abstraction of terms, atoms and substitutions 
The formal relation between concrete and abstract atoms is given in terms of an 
abstraction function on atoms which replaces the concrete terms in an atom by the 
set of variables it contains. 
a: T(C, V) + T(P, V) 
a(t) = 
{ 
0 if vars(t) = 0 
Xl $...@x, if oars(t) = {xl,. . . ,x,}, n>O (7) 
The abstraction of atoms is obtained by considering the term abstraction separately 
for each argument of the atom: 
0: & + .q, 
dP(t1, . . , cl)) = P(44), . . , d&J). (8) 
Example 6. Consider the concrete atom p( [X, Y ]Xs] , f (Ys), g(X, Y, Z)). Its abstraction 
is: 
a(p([X,Ypq,f(Ys),g(X,Y,Z)) =p(X@YCBXs, Ys, X@YCBZ). 
Observe that p(X @ Y @Xs, Ys, X @ Y ~3 Z) zir p(X’ $ Xs, Ys, X’ @ Z) as explained 
in Example 5. 
We say that an abstract atom rc describes a concrete atom a, denoted x cx a, if 
D(a) pi, II. Observe that rc cx a implies that z contains more set-sharing than a. 
Lemma 4.1. Let n and a be abstract and concrete atoms such that 71 K a. Then, n 
contains more set-sharing than a. 
Proof. First note that by Observation 1 the results of Lemma 2.1 apply also to 
abstract atoms. If 71 cx a then by definition a(a) dir rt which implies that d’(o(a)) C 
d’(z). However, note that &‘(cr(a)) = &‘(a) which implies the claim. q 
A substitution is abstracted by abstracting the terms in its range: 4 
a: Sub + SubB, 
o(O) = {xw(xd) Ix E dam(0)). (9) 
4 To simplify notation, we denote by o the abstraction functions for terms, atoms, and substitutions. The 
intended use will always be clear from the context. 
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We say that an abstract substitution p describes a concrete substitution 8, denoted 
p 0: e, if 0(e) dir CL. 
The following lemma establishes the relation between the abstraction of atoms 
and substitutions. 
Lemma 4.2. For any atom b and substitution 8: o(b8) = a(b) o(e). 
Proof. Assume that b is of the form p(tl, . . . , t,,). For each argument ti we have 
uars(tie) = uurs(o(tie)) = VarS(fT(ti) . 0(e)) since the abstractions defined in Eqs. (7) 
and (9) preserve the original variables oft and 0. Thus, g(t&?) = O(ti) o(e) for each 
tj, which implies the statement for atoms. q 
4.2. The lattice of abstract atoms 
The domain [g$] =‘). of abstract atoms forms a lattice w.r.t. the (induced) dir or- 
dering. The least upper bound of abstract atoms x1 and ~2 (with respect to 5,) is 
denoted ret u 7~2 and can also be characterized by the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3 (Least upper bound of abstract atoms). Let xl = p(z, , . . . , TV) and 7c2 = 
P(T’I,..., zh) be (representatives of equivalence classes of) abstract atoms which are 
renamed apart. Then, 
Proof. Let rr = p(zl @ 7;) . . . , r, @ ri). Observe that rr is indeed an upper bound of rcl 
and 712. To demonstrate this we construct an ir-substitution I+!I which maps all 
variables of 7~1 to 8. Clearly, rr$ = ~2 and thus 712 dir ‘II. Similarly ret dir 7~. 
Now, let us prove that 7c is a least upper bound of rcl and 7c2. Consider an upper 
bound rc’ of ~1 and 712 such that rc’ d,, rc. By contradiction, if rc’ # z, then by Obser- 
vation 2 there exists at least one variable z in z such that rc’ dir rc . {zH~}. By con- 
struction of rr there exists at least one variable z which occurs in rrl or 7c2 in the 
same argument positions as z occurs in rc. At the same time 71’ does not contain a 
variable occurring in the same argument positions as z occurs in rc. Thus, either 
rct$ ;JC’ or 712 $ irn’ which means that 7~’ is not an upper bound of rcr and 7~2. The con- 
tradiction implies that rc is a least upper bound of xl and z2. 0 
The notion of least upper bound extends to sets of abstract atoms with the same 
predicate symbol in the natural way and to arbitrary sets by combining all of the at- 
oms with the same predicate symbol. Let Y C @$, then 
Ll9= { u(p(z,,. . . ,G) E 9) I Pl” E q. (10) 
4.3. Abstract interpretations 
An abstract domain for sharing analysis is obtained by considering sets of ab- 
stract atoms modulo a suitable notion of equivalence. We view sets of abstract atoms 
as being downwards-closed with respect to dir: if a E .Y C gz and a’ dir a then 
a’ E 9. To do this we impose the following ordering on sets of abstract atoms: 
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91 3 92 * V7Tl E UYl 3712 E LA92 Z 711 dij- 712. (11) 
This ordering can be lifted up to the quotient of the corresponding equivalence rela- 
tion: 
91= 32 - (9, 5 -02) A (92 5 31). (12) 
The domain of abstract interpretations is thus the lower powerdomain, or Hoare 
powerdomain, of (closed sets of elements of) [B$]=, with the 5 ordering. This do- 
main is the quotient [p( [&$I-,,)I% of the equivalence relation of Eq. (12), which is 
denoted in the following by an abuse of notation as ~(a:-). It is worth noting that 
for any set 9 of abstract atoms, LIY is an abstract interpretation with minimal car- 
dinality among those equivalent to 4 (w.r.t. M), containing at most one abstract at- 
om for each predicate symbol in II. These are the canonical representatives of the 
corresponding equivalence classes. 
Lemma 4.4. (gz~(@T-), 5) is a complete lattice. 
Proof. If L is a set of downwards-closed sets then I% and LJL are downwards-closed, 
therefore Zub(L) M LIZ and g&(L) M r-L Cl 
The relation between concrete and abstract interpretations is formalized as usual 
in terms of a pair of abstraction and concretization functions lifted from the abstrac- 
tion function c on atoms in the standard way: 
a: m(af) + fJ(@$), “9: tJ@w -+ da 1, 
44 = {4a) Ia E I), Y(=4 = u {I I4 5 91. 
(13) 
Theorem 4.5. (p(B*?), IX, m(B$), y) is a Gulois insertion. 
Proof. It follows immediately from the definitions that c( and y are monotonic. 
Moreover: 
VI E p(LG): y(a(Z)) = u (1’ 1 G(f) 3 a(Z)} 2 1, 
since Z E { I’] fx(Z’) 5 cc(Z)}; 
v9 E gJ(.!B!$): a(y(4)) = M( u { 1 I a(Z) 5 -0) 
M u {a(Z) 1 a(Z) 5 ,a} E 3. 0 
5. Abstract operations for sharing analysis 
When constructing a semantic based program analysis for logic programs several 
main operations must be defined: abstract unification, abstract composition, applica- 
tion of abstract substitutions (or projection) and least upper bound. The concrete at- 
oms and substitutions encountered during a computation are described by 
corresponding abstract atoms and substitutions. Given descriptions of concrete syn- 
tactic objects the abstract operations describe the possible results of all correspond- 
ing concrete operations. 
In our case all of these operations, except for unification, have already been 
defined and it is straightforward to prove that they are correct and optimal in the 
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context of sharing analysis. These proofs can be found in Appendix A. This section 
focuses on the definition of abstract unification for sharing analyses. 
We distinguish between the unification of abstract terms and that of abstract at- 
oms. For abstract terms we rely on the well-studied notion of ACIl-unification [2]. 
Intuitively, ACIl-unification provides the basis for the unification of sets of ob- 
jects. This allows us to formalize in a concise manner the intuition that, upon uni- 
fication, any variable in one term might match any subset of the variables in the 
other term. 
Recall that an AC11 unifier of two terms z1 and z2 is a substitution p such that 
rip =AcIi 72~. In the general case, ACIl-unification isfinitary. Namely, the unifica- 
tion of r1 and z2 admits a finite number of “most general” unifiers (in contrast to 
standard unification which is “unitary”, i.e., admits at most one most general unifi- 
er). In the general case the decision problem for ACIl-unification - whether two 
terms z1 and r2 are unifiable - is NP-complete. This can be shown by reducing the 
ACI-matching problem (which is shown to be NP-complete in [26]) to ACIl-unifica- 
tion as shown in Ref. [27]. 
In our domain we consider a restricted alphabet for ACIl- expressions and con- 
sequently, ACIl-unification is far simpler. In our domain there is only one binary 
function symbol and only one constant. As a consequence, two abstract terms are 
always unifiable and the underlying decision problem is trivial. Indeed, for any 
two abstract terms zi and z2 the substitution binding the variables of both terms 
to 0 is always a unifier. It turns out that in our case any two abstract terms always 
have exactly one most general unifier. 
There is another important difference between general ACIl- unification and the 
abstract unification of terms in our domain: we are not interested in the most general 
AC11 unifier with respect to the standard instantiation ordering but rather in the 
most general AC11 unifier with respect to dir. We denote by ir-mguAcIl (~1, ~2) the 
most general AC11 unifier of 51 and 72 with respect to this ordering. Note that 
ir-mguAcIl (zl, r2) is not necessarily an independent-range substitution. It only has 
to be the most general with respect to dir. Moreover, usually this unifier is not an 
independent-range substitution since it unifies the terms, thus, binding more than 
one original variable to the same set of variables. 
Example 7. Consider the ACIl-unification of A $ B and X. 
Note that this unifier is more general than the unifier 
p= {A-Y,, BwY2, XwYl @ Y2} 
since there is an independent-range substitution 
*= {Zl++K, Z2H0, &HY2} 
such that p = (ir-mgu.m (A @ B,X) 0 II/) tdomCpc). Note that the abstract substitution 
{A&J, BH@, XHQ)} is also a unifier of these terms. This is the “least general” unifier. 
The following lemma establishes the uniqueness of ir-mguAcIl for abstract terms. 
Lemma 5.1. Two abstract terms ‘tl, ~2 E T(C’, V) always have a unique ir-rngudc,l. 
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Proof. Since z1 and r2 always unify there always exists at least one most general 
unifier. Let us show that it is unique. Assume by contradiction that there exist at 
least two maximal unifiers of r1 and z2 denoted by p, and p2 respectively. Assume 
without loss of generality that dom(pc,) = do~?z(p~) and that the terms in “nge(p,) 
are renamed apart from the terms in range@,). Consider the substitution p = 
Lx. (xp, CB 4. 
Observe that p is also a unifier of TI and t2 since TIP = ZIP, fBt1p2 = 
s2p, @ T~,LL~ = z2p. Moreover, ,u, dir p and ,u~ dir p since the independent-range sub- 
stitutions mapping variables of dom(p,) or variables of dom(p,) to 0 are obvious. 
Thus, ,U is a more general unifier than p, and p2 which contradicts with the assump- 
tion that ,u, and p2 are maximal unifiers of ~1 and ~2. 0 
Fig. 2 describes a simple algorithm to compute the ir-rnguAc,l of a pair of abstract 
terms. The unification procedure consists of two phases. The set Scomputed in the first 
phase consists of sets of variables representing all possible sharing in a corresponding 
unification. The second phase converts S into an abstract substitution by mapping 
each variable to a set of labels corresponding to those sets of S in which it appears. 
Theorem 5.2. The algorithm depicted in Fig. 2 computes a most general AC11 ukjier of 
zl,z2 E T(C’, V) with respect to the &-ordering. 
Proof. The claim is straightforward for the cases when ~1 or v2 is empty. Consider the 
situation when vI # 0 and v2 # 0. Denote the output of the algorithm shown on 
Fig. 2 by p. Clearly ,n is a unifier of zl and r2 because zip = r~j.4 = ZI @3 . . . G3 i!k. Let 
us show that ,U is a most general unifier. Assume by contradiction that there exists an 
AC11 unifier p’ of zI and r2 which is strictly more general than p, i.e., p dir ,u’ and 
,u # ,u’. Assume without loss of generality that dam(p) = dom(p’) = VI U v2 = D. 
ir-mguACI1 (71,72) : 
211 = ?mTS(T~) 
212 = WS(T2) 
if (VI = 0) V (2)~ = 0) then return Xa: E (q u Q). 0 
else 
s = { s c (Vl u 212) 1 s n 211 # 0, s n v2 # 0 } 
let S={sl, . . . . sk} 
Z={z1, . ..) d // fresh variables 
return Aa; E (~1 U 7~2). zCgzi 
1 
Fig. 2. ACIl-unification of abstract terms. 
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Then by Observation 2 there exists a variable z E uars(range(p’)) such that 
P dir (P’ 0 (-0)) To. v ariable z occurs in ,u’ through some subset of variables from 
D. Namely, occs(~‘,z) = { x E ul U 21~ Iz E uars(xp’)}. 
Assume occs($,z) = sk, for sk E S as computed by the algorithm. Consider the 
substitution pk = ,U o { ZiHQ 1 i # k}. This substitution maps all variables of sk to zk 
and all other variables of &m(p) to 0. Clearly, pk dir 11, and thus by our initial as- 
sumption pk 5,, p o {zH~}. However, variables of sk are not mapped by ,u o 
(z-0) to any common variable and thus, there is no k-instance of p o (z-0) having 
a projection on D equal to pk. 
If occs(p’, z) # si for any i then either occs($, z) n vi = Q, or occs($,z) I- u2 = 0. In 
both cases z occurs in only one term of either T,$ or asp’, and thus, p’ is not a unifier 
of r1 and 52. 
In any case, the contradiction implies that there is no unifier of zi and 72 which is 
more general than ,u. 0 
The following example demonstrates the algorithm for ACIl-unification of ab- 
stract terms. 
Example 8. Consider the evaluation of ir-mguAcli(d @B, Y). In the first step, the 
algorithm computes the non-empty sets of variables u1 = {A, B} and 02 = {Y}. In the 
next step, S = {{A, Y}, {B, Y}, {A,B, Y}} and the fresh variables Z = {Zi, Z2, 23) 
are associated with the corresponding elements of S. The final step computes the 
unifier, by mapping each variable from ul u u2 to a term constructed from the 
corresponding fresh variables from the set Z. For instance, for A the corresponding 
variables are Zi and Z, since A appears in the first and the third set of S. Thus, for A 
the resulting binding is AHZ~ $ Z,. The result of the unification is: 
In the following we justify the special role that ACIl-unification plays in the formal- 
ization of an abstract unification algorithm for sharing analysis. We first discuss the 
relation between the standard unification of two terms tl , t2 and the AC1 1 -unification 
of their abstractions a(t,), o(t2). The following two lemmata state that ACIl-unifi- 
cation provides a correct and optimal description of the corresponding concrete uni- 
fication. It is important to note that there is a technical difficulty in stating this 
argument as we have not given a formal notion of description for terms (but only 
for other syntactic objects, such as atoms and substitutions). It is inappropriate to 
do so, because the idea of the description relation is based on the sharing of variables 
between the terms in a syntactic object and formalized in terms of an appropriate 
equivalence relation. Observe that an abstract term has no “meaning” on its own. 
It is only in the context of a more complex syntactic object that the notion of sharing 
has a meaning. The following example illustrates this point. 
Example 9. Consider the abstract atom n= p(A @ B, B) and abstract term z = A @B. 
The abstract atom 7~ represents a concrete atom of the form pcf(A, B), g(B)) or of the 
form P(WJ, Y,Zl, Lx, Y,zl) in which there are some variables in common in the 
two arguments. But we can not say that z describes the concrete terms f(A, B) or 
[W,X, y, -4. 
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The following lemma states that the unification of concrete terms is approximated 
by the AC1 l-unification of their abstractions. The correctness of AC1 1 -unification in 
this special case is used below to establish correctness of ACIl-unification of terms 
within a given context, i.e., within atoms. 
Lemma 5.3 (ACIl-unification of abstract terms is correct). For the concrete terms tl 
and t2: 
Proof. Let 8 = mgu(t,, t2) and ,u = ir-mguAcrl(o(t,), c(t2)). Since 8 is a unifier of tl and 
t2 and by Lemma 4.2 we have c(t,O) = c(t2t3) = o(t,) . g(O) = c(t2) O(O). Thus, O(O) 
is an AC11 unifier of o(t,) and a(t2). Since ,U is a most general AC11 unifier of a(tl ) 
and o(t2) we have ~(0) -& ,u, or equivalently, ~1 c( 13. 0 
Lemma 5.4 (ACIl-unification of abstract terms is optimal). For abstract terms 71 and 
72 and abstract uniJier p = ir-mguAcIl (~1, z2), and for any ,a’ which is (strictly) less 
general than p, there exist concrete terms t, and t2 such that o(t,) = ~1, g(t2) = 72, and 
P’ 9G wu(t,,t2). 
Proof. The proof is technical and can be found in Appendix A. •! 
Now let us consider the correctness of ACIl-unification of abstract terms for shar- 
ing analysis. We now have to consider the context in which the terms occur, i.e., as 
arguments of abstract atoms. 
Consider a pair of abstract atoms n = p(ri, . . . , 7,) and 7~’ = p(~‘, , . . . , ~1). We ar- 
gue that an appropriate (correct and optimal) abstract unification for sharing anal- 
ysis is obtained by considering the ACIl-unification of the corresponding pairs 
of abstract terms Zi and ri. To argue correctness and optimality, each such unifica- 
tion must be considered in the context of the entire set of equations 
{z,=z; )...) t,=(}. 
Lemma 5.5 (ACIl-unification of abstract terms is correct). Let 71 = p(zl , . . . , zn), 
n’=p((,... ,$I, a =p(tl,. . , tn) and a’ = p(t{ , . . . , t’,) such that rc cx a and n’ 0: a’. 
Thenfor i, 1 <i<n: 
71. ir-mguAc~l(zj, 7:) 0: a . mgu(ti, ti). 
Proof. See Appendix A. 0 
Now consider the abstract unification of a pair of abstract atoms. The abstract 
unifier of atoms 71, and 7r2, denoted mgu”(ni, 7c2), is defined in terms of the set of 
equations between the terms in the corresponding argument positions: 
( 
L 0 mgzP(&‘p) 
if&=0 
mgzP(&) = if d = {z-z’} U b’ (14) 
and p = ir-mguAcIi (7, 7’) 
Abstract unification is thus defined much the same as in the concrete case. It is param- 
eterized by abstract unification of terms and abstract composition of substitutions. 
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It is interesting to note that it is possible to define the abstract unification for ab- 
stract atoms, similar to the case of abstract terms, as the most general AC11 unifier 
of the atoms (with respect to &). However, this results in a very imprecise (although 
correct) abstract unification operation for sharing analysis. Indeed, we shall see that 
mgu-“’ as defined in Eq. (14) is both correct and optimal for our domain. 
Example 10. Consider the unification of the abstract atoms p(A, B) and p(X, Y). The 
most general AC11 unifier (with respect to $) for these atoms is 
i= 
I 
AHZ, @Z2, B-Z* CBZ,, 
X-Z, cBz2, HZ2 @Z3 I . 
This unifier is correct for sharing analysis since it approximates all possibilities of 
unification of two atoms with independent arguments. However, [ is imprecise since 
it introduces (through Z2) the possibility that all four arguments (of both atoms) be 
aliased. Obviously, the concrete unification of atoms with independent arguments 
does not introduce such an aliasing. Consider now the abstract unification 
mgu”k44BL&f, Y)) which is computed by solving the set of equations 
{A = X, B = Y}. The ACIl-unification for the first equation results in 
ir-mgu(A,X) = {A HZ, X HZ}. Applying this result to the rest of the equations 
gives {B = Y}. Now, ir-rnguAcll(B, Y) = {BH W, YH W} and finally 
p = mgu”({A = X, B = Y}) = {A-Z, BH W, X-Z, YH W}. 
This unifier indeed correctly approximates the result of unifying two atoms with in- 
dependent arguments. Note also that p dir c provided by /J = (< o II/) ido,,+,) where II/ is 
the independent-range substitution $ = { Zi HZ, ZP+@, Z, H W }. 
The following illustrates a more complex example of abstract unification 
Example 11. Consider the unification of the abstract atoms: rci = p(A, A $ B, B) and 
7~2 = p(X, Y, Z). The unifier mgzP’(nl, ~2) is computed as defined by Eq. (14) by 
solving the set of equations {A = X, A @ B = Y, B = Z}. In each iteration we apply 
the ir-mguAcIl of the first (upper) equation in the set to the other equations. We also 
assume that on each iteration the resulting substitution is projected on the set of 
variables of the original equations, i.e., on the domain of variables of interest. 
0 mgzP((Z2 83 W = Z}) 
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The final result is thus: 
mgu”l(7q, 7c2) = 
t 
XHZ3 CB s, Y-Z3 CB z4 CE zs, 
Z-Z4 ez,, A-Z3 CBS, B-Z4 @Z5 1 
in which W’ collapses to Z5 because of equivalence. Notice that mgzP’(zi , ~2) indi- 
cates the possibility of simultaneous sharing between all variables of the initial atoms 
(expressed by Z5) as justified for example by considering the unification of the con- 
crete atoms p(A,f(A,B),B) with p(X,f(Y, Y),Z). 
Correctness and optimality of abstract unification now follow from the correct- 
ness and optimality results of the “atomic” operations used to define the abstract 
unification of tuples of abstract terms in Eq. (14). 
Theorem 5.6 (Abstract unification is correct for set-sharing). Let a and a’ be concrete 
atoms such that mgu(a,a’) = 8. Let 7~ and 7~’ be abstract atoms such that TL cx a and 
n’ cc a’. Let ,u = mgz.P‘(x, x’). Then np 0: ue. 
Proof. Let 7r = p(r,, . . . ,r,), 7~’ =p(z’,,.. ,zk), a =p(t,,. ..,t,,) and a’ =p(G ,..., t;). 
Let pLi = ir-mgu(zi (,~i o . . . o p;-,), 7: (p, o . . o pi-,)) and 8i = mgu(ti . (0, o . . o 
tIpI), 4 . (e, 0 . 0 e,-l)), f or i= l,...,n, and pLi=tji=s for i=O. We prove that 
n . (pl 0 . . . 0 ,uLi) 0: a . (e, 0 . 0 ei) is an invariant of the unification process implied 
by Eq. (14). 
It trivially holds at the beginning of the process, since i = 0 implies that the invari- 
ant is equivalent to 7c oc a. If it holds for i = k then, applying Lemma 5.5, it also 
holds for i = k + 1. Finally, for i = n it implies that 7~. (p, o . . o pL,) 
0: U. (e, 0.. . 0 e,), i.e., 71. mgu&(x, 7~‘) K a. mgu(u,u’). 0 
Theorem 5.7 (Abstract unification is optimal for set-sharing). Let 6 be a set of 
abstract equations and denote ,u = mg&(d). There is no unzjier p’ for d which is 
more precise than p, i.e., such that 11’ dir v and p $ ir,uLI, which is also correct for set- 
sharing. 
Proof. See Appendix A. 0 
The reader might have noticed that although abstract unification is defined as 
solving sets of equations, the examples actually consider sequences of equations. 
The following result, which is a consequence of Theorem 5.7 justifies this. 
Corollary 5.8 (Abstract unification is confluent). An abstract unifier for a set of 
abstract equations is independent of the order in which the equations are solved. 
The results of Theorems 5.6 and 5.7 make one of the main points in our presen- 
tation. They show that there is a natural ordering (based on independent-range sub- 
stitutions) for set-sharing analysis for which abstract unification is defined simply by 
solving a set of equations just as in the concrete case. Correctness and optimality of 
the abstract operations is a clear consequence of the “algebraic” nature of the ab- 
stract domain. 
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6. Set logic programs and set-sharing 
This section illustrates that the abstract domain based on set logic programs is is- 
omorphic to the well-known Sharing domain of Jacobs and Langen [25]. Recall the 
original definition of the Sharing domain which consists of sets of sets of program 
variables ordered by set inclusion. Sharing information is characterized using the no- 
tion of variable occurrences through a substitution, as specified by Eq. (1). The ele- 
ments of the Sharing domain are abstract substitutions which are sets of sets of 
variables and hence we denote Sharing = m( a( V”)) . 
A set of variables S in an abstract substitution K indicates the possibility of shar- 
ing between these variables. Namely, the possibility that the variables in S occur in a 
substitution described by rc through some variable. Concrete substitutions are ab- 
stracted to elements of the Sharing domain using the function d: Sub --+ p( p(V)) 
given in Eq. (2). The abstraction and concretization functions for the sharing do- 
main are defined as follows: 
8’: p(Sub) + Sharing ysh : Sharing -+ &Sub) 
ccSh(0) = u { d(e) 18 E 0) p(K) = { 8 E Sub 1 d(d) c K} (15) 
and a Galois insertion is then constructed. 
The following example illustrates the description of concrete substitutions by 
Sharing substitutions. 
Example 12. Let K = {{A,B}, {B, C}, {A}, {B}, {C}, 0) be an abstract substitution in 
the Sharing domain. The substitutions 81 = {Awf(X, Y),Bwg(Y,Z), CH~(Z, V)} 
and O2 = {A -f(X), B-g(Y), C-f(Z)} are described by rc: In 81, X occurs 
through {A}, Y occurs through {A,B}, 2 occurs through {B, C} and V occurs 
through {C}, and in O2 there are variables which occur through {A}, {B} and {C} - 
and these occurrences are all specified in rc. Note that the domain of an abstract 
substitution K E Sharing must be explicitly specified, as any variable of interest not 
occurring in K is considered ground. In contrast, the variables of interest for a set 
substitution are those in its domain. 
In principle the domain based on set logic programs is formalized in terms of a 
Galois insertion of abstract atoms while the Sharing domain is based on a Galois 
insertion of abstract substitutions. The reader should notice that in fact set-sharing 
analyses, such as those used in Refs. [25,32], are actually based on pairs consisting 
of a concrete atom of the form p(xi, . . . ,x,) together with an abstract substitution. 
Note however, that Sharing substitutions cannot be applied to atoms, since they 
are in fact an encoding of sharing information rather than “true” substitutions. Sim- 
ilarly, an abstract atom p(zi, . . . , r,) in our domain can also be viewed as a pair 
(P(X), cl), where R is a vector of IZ variables and p is a set substitution in the form 
{XIW,. . . ,x~HT~}. To facilitate the proof of isomorphism we provide an equiva- 
lent definition for our abstract domain defining it as a domain of abstract substitu- 
tions: 
cP: p&b) A Sub@ y@:Sub@ -+ @(Sub) 
c@(O) = u{ o(e) le E 0) ye(~) = { 8 E Sub)a(B) dir K}, (16) 
ir 
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where u, denotes a least upper bound of two or more set substitutions with respect 
to the &-ordering. The formal construction of a Galois insertion is analogous to 
that given in Eq. (13) and Theorem 4.5. 
The following theorem establishes the isomorphism of two representations of 
sharing information. Namely, that each element in the set Sub@ corresponds to an 
element in Sharing and vice versa. 
Lemma 6.1. There exists a set isomorphism between Sub@ and Sharing. 
Proof. Note that the abstraction function d: Sub -+ Sharing extends naturally to a 
function ~2: Sub@ + Sharing viewing sets of variables as ordinary terms. Hence, we 
prove the lemma demonstrating that d: Sub@ -+ Sharing is a bijective function for 
which an inverse function d-l: Sharing + Sub@ can be provided. 
Let K= {S,,... ,S,,} be an element of the Sharing domain defined for a set D of 
variables of interest. Assume without loss of generality that the domain of substitu- 
tions in Sub@ is D. Let {z,, . . . , zn} be a set of fresh variables, one for each S, in rc. The 
inverse function yielding the set substitution p which corresponds to ti is defined by: 
~5’ : Sharing -+ Sub@ 
d-‘(tc) = x- @ziIx E D 
xts, 
It is straightforward to see that ~2 o &-’ and ,&-I o & correspond to identity func- 
tions in Sub@ and Sharing, respectively. 0 
Example 13. Recall the abstract substitution K of Example 12. Consider the set 
substitution, .D = {,4+-(X, U},BH{X, Y, V}, CH{Y, IV}}. We have that s8(~) = 
w>w, 14 Cl, Go, {B), {Cl, 0) = fc and that &!&(Fc) = {AH {X’, U’}, 
B-+(X’) Y’, V’}, CH{ Y’, W’}} qr p. 
The following lemma establishes the relation between the ordering of set substitu- 
tions and the ordering in the Sharing domain. Namely the fact that the orders of el- 
ements in these abstract domains are isomorphic. 
Lemma 6.2 (Order embedding). There is an order embedding between (Sub@, -&) and 
(Sharing, C). 
Proof. Let p, and p2 be two abstract substitutions and let D be the set of variables of 
interest. Assume without loss of generality that dom(pl) = dom(,+) = D. We prove 
that ~1 dir ~2 w &(P,) C d(pz). 
(+) The proof of (1) in Lemma 2.1 applies. 
fol!ozs:“. 
iven -Oe(pi) C &(p2) we construct an independent-range substitution $ as 
$=2.x. !j 
{ 
ifo~cs(~~,x) E (4~~) \ J~PJL 
otherwise. 
The substitution $ maps to 0 all variables of pr which make the set-sharing of p2 dif- 
ferent to that of p,. Thus, d(pz o II/) = &(p,) and consequently, by Lemma 6.1, 
PI = (P2 O $1 tdom(/q). 0 
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Thus, set substitutions of Sub@ and abstract substitutions of Sharing form isom- 
orphic partial orders. Considering the relation of these partial orders to the concrete 
domain we establish the following result: 
Theorem 6.3 (Domain isomorphism). 
(p(Sub), cPh, Sharing, y”) ” (p(Sub), CP, Sub@, y@) 
Proof. Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 6.2 prove that the underlying posets (Sub@, dir) and 
(Sharing, C) are isomorphic partial orders. It remains to demonstrate that ysh o ash 
and y@ o 01~ are equivalent closure operators. 
ySh 0 ffSh = A@ E fj+ub). 
iI 
5 Ad(() c U{d(S) 1e E 0) . 
Sh 1 
The isomorphism of partial orders (Sharing, C) and (Sub@, dir) implies also the isom- 
orphic behavior of ush and Ui,. Thus, the former expression is equivalent to 
The following example illustrates the isomorphism of the two representations of 
sharing information. 
Example 14. Recall the abstract substitution K and the concrete substitutions 81 and 
& of Example 12. Consider the set substitution of Example 13, p = {AH 
{X, W,B++{X, Y, Q, C++{Y, WI), w  ic is isomorphic to JC. The substitutions 01 h’ h 
and t$ are described by ,u: X indicates the possible aliasing of A and B, Y indicates 
that of B and C, and U, V and W the possible presence in A, B and C of variables 
not shared with other variables. The abstract substitution K and the set substitution 
p also describe the substitutions & = {AH~(X),BH~(X)} and t& = {Awf(X, Y), 
B-g@, Y), C-Z}. 
Observe that the above Theorem 6.3 implies also that the domain of abstract in- 
terpretations, i.e., subsets of @? ordered by dir describe the same sharing informa- 
tion as the elements of II x Sharing. 
7. Sharing analysis with set logic programs 
The abstract operations defined in Section 4 (unification, application, least upper 
bound) provide the building blocks to construct an abstract semantics for the sharing 
analysis of logic programs. Several sharing analyses have been described using these 
techniques: A bottom-up approach based on abstraction of the well-known s-seman- 
tics [18,19,4] is described in Ref. [ 121. A top-down approach based on tabulation 
using XSB is described in Ref. [lo]. In this section we illustrate as an example a sim- 
ple bottom-up approach based on an abstract immediate consequences operator 
F-,: &!?a~) + p(Ls?~-) f or set logic programs. For a logic program P the least fixed 
point of Y,,(P) provides the sharing analysis for P. 
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(1) ww-f4[ I, Ys, Ys). (1’) meM0, {Ys), {Ys)). 
(2) ~z-wNXIX4, Ys, [Xl-W +- (2’) ww4{X, Xsl, -iYsl, ix, zsl) + 
uppend(Xs, Ys, 2s). wwN{Xs), {Ysl, {zsl)- 
Fig. 3. The append program and its set based abstraction. 
CC h+h,...,b,Ep, al ,...  a,+&-4 P = mgu’((h,. . . ,b,)! (al,. . . ,a,)) (17) 
Let us consider the analysis of the well-known append program depicted in Fig. 3 
(left) using the technique discussed above. The analysis is obtained as a least fixed 
point of y-a(p) applied to the abstract version of append, depicted in Fig. 3 (right). 
In the first iteration of the evaluation we collect an abstract atom of the form 7~1 = 
append@, ifi), Ifi)) corresponding to fact (1’) in Fig. 3, characterizing the set of at- 
oms in which the first argument is ground and the second and third arguments are 
equal terms. In the second iteration a renaming of ni is unified with the body of 
clause (2’) in Fig. 3. Abstract unification in this case specifies that XS is bound to 
0 (a ground term) and that Ys and 2s are bound to the same set (variable Ys’). Con- 
sequently the head of clause (2’) under such bindings can be represented as 712 = 
append({X}, { Ys’}, {X, Ys’}). This abstract atom describes the concrete atoms of 
the form append(tl, t2, t3) which exhibit sharing between tl and t3 and between 
t2 and t3. Note that {7r2} M { 711, 7r2} since rci j;,. 712 with rci = ~2 {X+-+0}. An addi- 
tional iteration results in a new abstract atom of the form 7c3 = 
append( {X, X’}, { Ys’}, {X,X’, Ys’}), which is equivalent to 7r2. Thus, the fixed point 
is reached with 
lfp(~d~)) = {append(V), {Yl, V, Yl)l. 
This result correctly describes the set of atoms in the non- ground s-semantics of the 
append13 program which are of the form 
append([Xi,. . . ,X1, B, [XI,. . . ,Xnl~]) 
in which the variable sharing of the last argument with the first and with the second 
is evident. 
8. Sharing analysis with linearity 
Traditionally, aliasing and groundness analyses are enhanced with other kinds of 
information such as linearity and freeness, as first noted by Langen [28] and later 
studied in numerous works [6,7,15,31,5]. The information about variable linearity 
and freeness is useful in its own right and can significantly improve the set-sharing 
information obtained. In Ref. [13] the authors demonstrate that linearity informa- 
tion improves the precision of set-sharing analyses and reduces the cost of its com- 
putation. The following example illustrates this point. 
Example 15. Reconsider the unification of two abstract terms A @B and Y discussed 
in Example 7. The abstract unifier 
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ir-%uACIl (A @ B, Y) = 







introduces the possibility that A and B be aliased, which is expressed in the resulting 
unifier by the variable Z2. Indeed, the variables A and B may be aliased in the uni- 
fication of corresponding concrete terms due to the possible non-linearity of the term 
represented by Y. For instance, in the unification of the concrete terms f(A, B) with 
f (Y> 0 
Assume now that the abstract term Y is restricted to represent only linear concrete 
terms. By Lemma 2.3, in any corresponding concrete unification A and B are bound 
to independent linear terms. Thus, knowing that Y represents a linear term we can 
compute a more precise abstract unifier. Such an abstract unifier will not introduce 
aliasing of A and B and thus, it is less general (more precise) than ir-rnguAc,l. 
Two things must be done in order to extend the sharing analyses described above 
with linearity information. First, a suitable notation must be adopted to represent 
linearity information in the abstract domain elements; and then the abstract opera- 
tions on these elements must be refined to take into account the new information. 
This section describes such an extended domain. The new domain, the enhanced op- 
erations and their formal justification all remain clean and intuitive. After adopting a 
simple annotation for linear abstract terms (sets of variables which are designated to 
represent linear terms), the ordering dir is refined to an ordering denoted djin. Most 
of the operations defined on abstract objects extend with ease to consider the new 
annotations. Abstract unification is the exception. However, also in this case the ex- 
tended operation remains simple due to Lemma 2.3 which induces constraints on the 
abstract unifier when linearity information is involved. 
Syntax: All of the syntactic constructs for sharing analysis with linearity informa- 
tion remain the same as those described in Section 3 with the single difference that 
abstract terms are annotated to distinguish between linear and possibly non-linear 
set expressions. An annotated abstract term r is a set expression of the form {o} 
or { Ial}, where CJ = xi CD @x,, often denoted {xi, . ,x,} and {/xi,. . . ,x,1}, re- 
spectively. An abstract term is said to be linear if it is of the form { 1~1) or of the form 
0. Abstract atoms and substitutions maintain their definitions from Section 3, with 
the only difference that they involve annotated abstract terms. We say that two syn- 
tactic objects rcl and 7~2 are equivalent up to annotation denoted rc1 =ann 712, if they are 
equal up to the annotation of the abstract terms they contain. 
Example 16. Abstract atoms rci = p({ IA, BI}, {B}) and 712 = p({A, B}, { IBI}) are equal 
up to annotation and thus we write rcI =0,,,, 7r2. Observe that these atoms describe the 
same set-sharing, because they contain the same variables in the same argument 
positions. 
The notion of an independent-range abstract substitution also maintains its 
definition. We say that an abstract substitution is linear if it is an abstract indepen- 
dent-range substitution which maps variables to linear abstract terms. So, the main 
difference is that we can distinguish linear terms in abstract entities. 
Application and composition: For an abstract term 5 of the form (1~~1) or z = (0) 
and an abstract substitution p we define the application of ,U to z as follows: 
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if z and the projection of p on B are linear, 
otherwise. (18) 
Example 17. Consider applications of an abstract substitution ,U = { WH{ IAl}, 
XH{IB, Cl}, Yw{D,E}, Z++{IFI}} to abstract terms. Let t = {IX, Yl}. Then zp = 
{B, C, D, E} because the non-annotated set expression c corresponding to T is X @ Y 
and the projection of p on g is p, = {XH{ IB, Cl}, YH{D,E}}, which is non-linear. 
The application of p to the following abstract terms T yields: 
T UW>XlI {V {IJVI {lw>ylI {IW>ZlI 
TP {l4BTClI CA) MI {A>D>E) w~m 
The composition of annotated set substitutions is defined in terms of application 
as illustrated by the following example. 
Example 18. Consider a composition of two abstract substitutions in the annotated 
domain: 
PI = {X++{I4%, Y44 CII, 
The composition ,u, o pz is computed using the definition of Eq. (18) for application 
of ,u* to the terms in the range of ,u,. Thus, {IA, BI} ,U~ = { W, V, B} and {B, C} p2 = 
{B, Z}. Hence 
PI 0 P2 = {X++{W, V,B}, Y++{4Z}, A++{W, V}, C++{lZl}}. 
The abstract domain: We introduce an ordering -&, on annotated abstract objects, 
similar to the ordering < /in given in Section 2. This ordering reflects both set-sharing 
and linearity information in abstract objects. 
For abstract atoms xl and 7c2, we say that nl precedes 7r2 in the &-ordering if 7~2 
contains more set-sharing information and more non-linearity than ~1. Formally, we 
say that zl & 7~2 if Zinearity(zl) 2 linearity(x2) and if there exists an independent- 
range abstract substitution II/ on the variables of 7~2 such that rcr =ann 712ti. Similarly, 
for abstract substitutions ,u~ and p2, ,u, dlin p2, assuming without loss of generality 
the domain of interest dom(,u,) = dom(p2) = D, if there exists an independent-range 
abstract substitution rG/ on the range of pL2 such that p, =ann (,u~ o $) ID and if 
linearity(p,) 2 linearity(p2). 
Example 19. Let z1 =~({IA,B~}, {B}) and z2 =p({X, Y}, { Y,Z}). Let us demon- 
strate that z1 dlrn 712. The independent-range substitution 
ICI = {X++ {IAl), YH {MI, -0) 
applied to rc2 results in p( {A, B}, {B}) which is equal up to annotation to zl. Observe 
also that Zinearity(xl) = { 1) and linearity(z2) = 0 and thus, lineavity(zl) > 
Zinearity(n2). Therefore, both requirements for 7~~ dlrn 7r2 are satisfied. 
Observe that if rcr & 7~2 then there exists a linear abstract substitution $ on the 
variables of 712 such that 7~1 = zz$. Observe also that the linearity information in ab- 
stract atoms is downwards closed with respect to dlin. 
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Similar to the construction in Section 3, we let ilin induce an equivalence relation 
on the sets of abstract atoms and substitutions and corresponding partial orders on 
equivalence classes. We denote rcl wlin 7~2 if 7~1 </in 712 and 7~2 d/in 7~1. 
The relation between abstract and concrete atoms and substitutions is formalized 
as a Galois insertion the construction of which is completely analogous to that given 
in Section 4. We elaborate only that the abstraction of a term is formalized by: 
0 if var.s(t) = 0, 
(1x1 @...@3&7l) if uars(t) = {xi, . . ,x,} 
a(t) = and linear(t), (19) 
{Xlf3...63X,} if vars(t) = {xi,. . .,x,} 
and not Zinear( t). 
This definition is the straightforward extension of Eq. (7) enhanced to specify the lin- 
earity information in a concrete term. The abstraction for substitutions is defined in 
the similar way. 
Example 20. 
1. O( [X,X]Xs]) = {XJS}, 
2. o(tree(X, Left, Right)) = {IX, Left, Right I}, 
3. 44 = WI>, 
4. cT([ 1) = 0. 
We say that an abstract atom (or substitution) n describes an atom (or a substitu- 
tion) a, denoted 7~ o( a if ~(a) dlin 7~. 
Example 21. 
1. P(W~I, {IYI), Gf, YI) ~P([&J~I, % W~Jlfil) and P(WI>, {IYl~A~~ Y)) CC 
P([], fi, fi), but ~({l~l},{IYl>,{~, Y)) oGp([X,,x~], E, [XI,XIIYS]) since the first 
argument is not linear; 
2. P(W) 0~ PM and P(W) 0; PM 
3. PWIH m PWI and PWW CM+ 
4. ~(0) m p(a) but ~(0) ti P(X). 
The operations on abstract atoms and substitutions with linearity information are 
straightforward extensions of the definitions in Section 5. For the operations of 
application, projection, composition and lub, this involves a straightforward case 
analysis. We only present here the definition for abstract lub. 
Least upper bound The least upper bound of two abstract atoms is based on the 
notion of union of two abstract terms.Let zl and z2 be two abstract terms with 01 and 
o2 being the corresponding ACIl-expressions, i.e., zi = { ]o~]} or z; = {pi} for 
i = 1,2. The union of zi and 72, denoted by ZI U 72 is defined as: 
0 if ti = 0 and r2 = 0, 
71 UT2 = (101 @ 6211 if /inear and Zinear(zz), (20) 
{fll @ 02) otherwise. 
Example 22. 
1. {A,@ u (1‘4 Cl> = {‘%B, Cl 
2. {IA,BI} U{lCl} u0 = {I4~,Cl) 
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The least upper bound for atoms (with respect to -&,J can be characterized by the 
following result, the proof of which is similar to that of Theorem 4.3. 
Theorem 8.1. For the abstract atoms ~1 = ~(71,. . . , z,) and 712 = p(?, , . . . , T;): 




= P({Al, {lolls {A,Bl) 
= P({lYl)> {IV> {IYII) 
711 LJnz = P({Al> {I& Yl> G&B, Y)) 
Observe that P(V), (1~ Yl) 144 Y)) =/in p({A), {IBII, f&B)). 
Abstract uniJication: As illustrated by Example 15 abstract unification can give 
more precise results for set-sharing when linearity information is present. To formal- 
ize this we recall Lemma 2.3 which imposes additional constraints about linearity in- 
formation for concrete unification problems. In particular, we recall that the most 
general unifier of two terms tl and t2 is guaranteed to have a linear projection on 
the co-linear variables of tl and t2. As a consequence, the abstract unifier for a pair 
of (annotated) abstract terms rl and r2 can safely be chosen as their most general 
AC11 unifier (with respect to dun) which has a linear projection on their co-linear 
variables. Observe that if neither ri nor r2 is annotated as linear then this boils down 
to the definition of ir-mguAcIl from Section 5. 
The algorithm depicted in Fig. 4 computes the most general abstract unifier of 
two annotated abstract terms. It is based on the algorithm of ACIl-unification 
(Fig. 2). For the cases when one term is linear the algorithm computes an annotated 
most general (with respect to &) AC11 unifier with a linear projection on the 
second term. If two abstract terms are linear then the algorithm computes a most 
general AC11 unifier with two linear projections. The case of unification of two 
non-linear terms is analogous to the unification performed in the algorithm of 
Fig. 2. The set S computed in a first phase consists of sets of variables representing 
all possible sharing in a corresponding (concrete) unification. The formation of this 
set relies on the result of Lemma 2.3. For instance, if one of the terms is linear (sec- 
ond “else”), then each variable of the second term appears in exactly one member of 
S. This ensures that the projection of the abstract unifier on each of the co-linear 
variables (uZ) is a linear substitution. 
Correctness of this algorithm is based on Theorem 5.2 with the additional restric- 
tions on linearity provided by Lemma 2.3. Its optimality can also be proven, using 
the same principle as in the proof of Lemma 5.4; the complete proof can be found 
in Appendix A. 
Example 24. Let us demonstrate how the unification algorithm shown in Fig. 4 is 
applied to compute a precise unifier for the abstract terms from Example 15. In this 
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lin-mguACI1 (71 7 72) : 
211 = m-s(q) 
‘u2 = 7m-S(7-~) 
if (~1 = 0) V (212 = 0) then return Xa: E (q U w2). 8 
else if 71 is linear and r2 is linear and v1 f~ v2 = 0 then 
else if r1 is linear and 2rl r-1212 = 0 then 
s = { (4 us (21 E 7J2, s c 211, s # 0 } 
else if r2 is linear and ~1 n 212 = 0 then 
s = { (4 us Iv E 211, s s v2, s # 0 } 
else 
s = { ‘9 c (211 u u2) 1 s r-l 211 # 0, s fl7J2 # 0 } 
let S ={sl, . . . . sk} 
Z={.q, . ..) Zk} // fresh variables 
(I @ ziD if z is co-linear 
return AZ E (211 U v2). XESi 
Qp) otherwise 
Fig. 4. Abstract unification of annotated terms. 
example we assumed the Y represents only linear terms, which means that in the 
annotated domain we consider the unification of { IYl} with {A, B}. Since both 
abstract terms are non-empty and have no variables in common, the set S computed 
by the algorithm is S = {{A, Y}, {II, Y}}. The members of S are labeled by fresh 
variables 2, and Z2, respectively. Thus, the unifier computed by the algorithm is 
p = {AH {lZ,l}, BH {1Z21}~{Z1,Z2}}. Note that p does not introduce aliasing 
between A and B, which indeed cannot occur in the unification of corresponding 
concrete terms as discussed in Example 15. 
Unification of abstract atoms is defined as usual by incremental unification of cor- 
responding abstract terms. 
E if&=0, 
wu~(Q) = P 0 mgufn (S’p) if d = {z = z’} U 8’ (21) 
and p = lin-mguAc,l(z, 7’). 
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Example 25. In the following examples, adapted from [8], we solve at each step the 
first (upper) equation in the set and apply the result to the other equations: 
(1) Consider the unification of abstract atoms: rcl = p({ IA]}, { iA, B]}, { ]Bl}) and 
712 =P({w~ {IYl>l {Z)). 







Notice that there is no aliasing between A and B and that X and Z are bound to lin- 
ear terms. 
(2) Consider the unification of abstract atoms: 7c1 = p({lAl}. { IA,BI}, {IBI}) and 
Y>> {Z)). 
{IAl) = w> 
MBII = {YI7 
{IN = {Z) 
omgujT/,({Z2, w> = {Z>) 
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which gives: 
wg&(wQ) = C X++{&ZS}, YH{.G,Z4,Z5lr Z~{z4,Z5}r~~{Z3rZ5},~~{Z4,5} I 
in which IV’ collapses to Z5 because of equivalence. Notice that there is (possible) ali- 
asing between A and B and that X and 2 are bound to non-linear terms. 
Again, the correctness and optimality (and confluence) of the abstract unification 
for sharing analysis follow naturally. The proofs are similar to those of Theorems 5.6 
and 5.7. 
9. Conclusion 
We have described an algebraic approach for the sharing analysis of logic pro- 
grams based on an abstract domain of set logic programs. The main advantage of 
this approach is that the specification of the abstract unification algorithm relies 
on the well-studied notion of ACIl-unification. The justification of the abstract op- 
erations needed to define a sharing analysis all follow a clear and intuitive argument 
based on simple algebraic properties of set substitutions and set-based atoms. We 
have given full proofs of correctness and optimality for these operations and we have 
proven that the well-known set-sharing domain of Jacobs and Langen is isomorphic 
to our domain. We do not know if the abstract operations defined by Jacobs and 
Langen are optimal (the authors have not proven this). But, in case they are not, 
then this paper provides optimal abstract operations for the set-sharing domain 
via the domain isomorphism. Another advantage of our approach is the simplicity 
in which it is extended with linearity information. Finally we note that the approach 
described in this paper facilitates implementation based on abstract compilation - be 
it in a top-down or in a bottom-up approach. 
We close the paper with two proposals for future work: 
1. It would be interesting to cast the algebraic framework demonstrated in this pa- 
per in terms of a generalized constraint system, following [22]. This is for example 
the approach in [34], where (groundness and type) analyses are designed as con- 
straint solving. In particular, it would be interesting to consider the implementa- 
tion of the approach described here using recent developments in set logic 
programming. 
2. It would be interesting to investigate the application of our approach for pair 
sharing analysis based on the results of [3]. In that paper, the authors prove that 
the set sharing domain is over complex for the analysis of pair sharing (i.e. to an- 
swer the question: “do variables X and Y share ?“. In particular the authors show 
how to avoid using the expensive star-closure operation of set sharing and hence 
to obtain polynomial abstract algorithms. 
Appendix A. Proofs 
We first discuss the operations of abstract application, composition and lub. The role 
of abstract application is to extract the sharing information expressed by an abstract 
substitution which is relevant for a given (abstract) atom or other syntactic object. 
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Lemma A.1 (Application of an abstract substitution is correct). Let a, 0, 71 and p be 
concrete and abstract atoms and substitutions such that 71 cc a and p x 6. Then zp cx aO. 
Proof. 
44 = [by Lemma 4.21 
o(a) CT(O) dir [because p 3; Q] 
dab sir [because rt K a] 
“P =+ [by definition of E] 
7yi o( ad 0 
Lemma A.2 (Application of an abstract substitution is optimal). Let a and 7~ be 
concrete and abstract atoms such that o(a) = x, and 0 and p be concrete and abstract 
substitutions such that ~(0) = p. There is no abstract atom 7~’ (not equiaalent to z,u) 
such that 71’ cx atl and n’ <ir 7tp. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.2 we have o(aQ) = o(a) O(O) = rep. If 71’ c( a0 then o(aB) ii,. z’, 
and therefore TC,U dir rc’. 0 
Correctness and optimality of composition for abstract substitutions are implied 
by the corresponding results for abstract application as established by the following 
two lemmata. 
Lemma A.3 (Composition of abstract substitutions is correct). Let 01 and 82 be 
concrete substitutions, and p, and p2 abstract substitutions such that p, CC 0, and 
,L+ CC &. Then assuming dom(p,) = dom(Ol) and dom(p,) = dom(f&), (,u, o p2) CC 
(6 0 02). 
Proof. Let x be a tuple of variables of interest. Lemma 1.1 implies that X,U, 0: Xdi and 
@,)p2 cc (%)02. Th us X. (CL, o p2) cx X. (0, o Q,), which implies the lemma state- 
ment. 0 
Lemma A.4 (Composition of abstract substitutions is optimal). Let 81 and 02 be 
concrete substitutions, and p, and p2 abstract substitutions such that ,u, c( 61 and 
p2 cx $2. There is no abstract substitution p’ (not equioalent to p, o p2) such that ,u’ o< 
(4 0 W and P’ 5, (P, 0 ,uJ. 
Proof. Follows from the optimality of abstract application established by Lemma 
A.1 similarly as the correctness of abstract composition (Lemma A.3) follows from 
the correctness of abstract application. 0 
Lemma A.5 (Abstract lub is correct). For abstract atoms 7~1 and 312 and concrete atoms 
al and a>, 
(ZI 0; ai) A (7c2 c( a2) * ((7c1 U 712) cx 4) A ((711 U 712) 0: a2). 
Proof. Since 711 LI 712 is an upper bound of xi and 7r2 with respect to 5;,. we have 
711 <ir (rci U 712) and 712 d,, (711 u rcz). Because rcl c( al and 712 c( a2 we have c(al) d,, 
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rci and G(Q) dir 7~2. Thus, O(Q) dir (~1 u ~2) and I dir (~1 U x2), i.e., 711 u 712 m  
al and rcl u 712 0: u2 Cl 
Lemma A.6 (Abstract lub is optimal). For abstract atoms 71, and 712 and concrete 
atoms al and a2, such that ~1 0; al and 7~2 0: a2, there is no abstract atom 71’ (not 
equivalent to nl u 7~2) such that Z’ cx al, 71’ 0: a2, and 71’ <ir nl u 712. 
Proof. Straightforward since rci u n2 is a least upper bound of x1 and 712 with respect 
to 5 as established by Theorem 4.3. 0 
Similar results for the operations on abstract atoms and substitutions with linear- 
ity information can be obtained. The above proofs are on the whole easy to enhance 
for this purpose. To justify correctness and optimality we have only to focus on the 
added linearity information, which involves a straightforward case analysis, which 
we omit here. 
We now consider abstract unification. We first claim that ACIl-unification of a 
single equation in a context (of a set of equations for the unification of atoms) is well 
defined. Namely, that it does not depend on the particular representative element. 
Observation A.7. Consider abstract terms zl, ~2, p,, and p2, such that vurs(z,) 5 
uars(p,) and vurs(zz) C vars(p,), and denote u = ir-mguActl(zl,~2) and ,u’ = 
ir-mguActl (p,, p2). Consider the abstract substitutions II/ and cp: 
* = (x-0 1 x E (vars(p,) \ var4zl)) U (vdp,) \ vars(z2))}, 
cp = (x-0 lily E range(u’). (ycp = 0) A (x E vars(j+‘))}, 
Then, u’ o p is a renamed instance of $ o p. To justtfy this observation, let us consider 
the case when p, = ~1 @ z (where z is a fresh variable) and p2 = ~2. So $ = {zH~} and 
cp = { x-0 Jx E vars(z,u’)}. 
Consider the set S in the evaluation of p’ following the algorithm of Fig. 2. The vari- 
ables in zu’ are the labels for the sets in S which contain z. Thus, uL)(p is the same as u 
except that it maps z to 0. In other words, p’ o cp is a renamed instance of II/ o p. 
Lemma A.8 (Unification of abstract terms is well defined). Let d be an equivalence 
class of abstract equations with representative elements d = (~1 = 2’1,. . . , t, = 7:) and 
2 = (p, = p;, . . , p, = pb) such that & Mir E;. Then 
P . ir-rnguAotl (Zi, Zi) %ir 8 . ir-rngzktl (pi, pi). 
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that b is a “minimal” context 
for the abstract unification, i.e., a context constructed from two tuples of 
abstract terms minimized as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Since the lemma 
trivially holds for contexts which are renamed instances of one another, we may 
assume that rars(ri) C vars(p,) and vars(zi) c vars(pi) for any i and that variables 
from uars(p,) \ vars(ti) and from vars(pi) \ vurs(+) do not occur in 2. Thus, a 
ground substitution 4 providing d = 67~ is: 
l/l = (XH0 (X E (VWS(pi) \ VWS(Ti)) U (vars(pi) \ vars(zi))}. 
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Let us denote ir-mguAc,l (ri, ri) by fi and ir-mguAcIl (pi, pi) by j2. Then 
&ii = 
&ji Zip. 
[because G? Mir k and oars(&) & VUS(~)] 
P$jIl Mjr 
[because & has no occurrences of variables in dam($)] 
PI&i Mjr 
[by Observation A.71 
&l 
[because 6 has no occurrences of variables of dom(ll/)] 
0 
We now prove the correctness of ACIl-unification of abstract terms in the context of 
a set of equations between abstract terms. 
Observation A.9. Consider abstract terms 71, ~2, p,, and p2, such that uars(z1) G 
vars(p,) and uurs(zz) & ears, and denote p = ir-mguAcIl(z1, ~2) and p’ = 
ir-mguAc,l (p, , p2). Consider the abstract substitution: 
* = (x-0 Ix E (vars(p,) \ zlurs(7.1)) U (vars(p2) \ ours(z2))). 
Then p’ o $ is equivalent to p. To justifv this consider again the uniJication of p, = ~1 @ 
z with p2 = ~~~ as in Observation A.7. It is easy to see that the same variable sets share 
in ,u’ and in p, except for the occurrence of variable z. Since p’ o {zH~} makes z ground 
-and thus it cannot share through any variable-, then the set-sharing of p and p’ o 
(z-0) is the same, i.e., &(p o {zH~}) = d(p), and consequently, by Lemma 6.1, 
/A’ O {Z++S} %ir /A. 
Lemma 5.5 (ACIl-unification of abstract terms is safe). Let 71 = ~(71,. . . , zn), 
71’ =p(z{, . . . , (1, a = AtI, . . . , tn) and a’ = ~(4, ..,t’,) such that xma andz’0;a’. 
Thenfor i, 1 <i<n: 
7I . ir-mguAcIl (Zi, 7:) Cc U . ?7Z@l(ti, ti). 
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that 71 and rc’ are representative elements 
such that ours(ri) > oars(ti), vars(z:) > uars(ti), and variables from vars(zi) \ vurs(ti) 
and from vars(ri) \ vars(t:) do not occur in a. 
Let 5 = ir-mguAcIl(o(tj), o(4)), p = ir-mguAc,l(zi, z:), and fl = mgu(ti, 4). From 
Observation 1.9 there is a ground substitution $ such that [ o II/ zjr p. Also, from 
Lemma 5.3, o(uQ) iir o(a)[. 
Since 710: a we have c(a) dir 71, and therefore, o(u)p dir 71~. Since c o $ =ir ,U we 
have o(a). (co $) -& 7~~1. Since variables of dam($) do not occur in a we get 
o(a)i dir rep. Since o(aQ) dir G(u)[, and by transitivity of dir, it follows a(&) 
5ir nP q l. 
As we have seen, the above result is instrumental in the proof of correctness of 
abstract unification for set-sharing analysis (Theorem 5.6). The above proof can 
be easily enhanced for the case of including linearity information. The corresponding 
lemma leads us to a correctness result for sharing analysis of the abstract unification 
with linearity, in the same way as that of Theorem 5.6. We now turn our attention to 
optimality. 
Lemma 5.4 (ACIl-unification of abstract terms is optimal). For abstract terms z1 and 
t2 and abstract un$er p = ir-mguAcIl (z1,72), and for any p’ which is (strictly) less 
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general than p, there exist concrete terms tl and t2 such that a(tl) = ~1, o(t2) = Q, and 
P’ # wu(t1, t2). 
Proof. If at least one of zl and r2 equals to 0 then p binds all variables found in ~1 and 
r2 to 0, thus, precisely approximating the result of concrete unification when one or 
both terms are ground. For this case ~1 is trivially optimal. 
Now consider the case when both zl and z2 have variables. Assume by contradic- 
tion that there exists ~1’ which is more precise than p such that p’ K mgu(tl, t2). Hence, 
p’ dir p and p # p’, and by Observation 2, there exists a variable z E uars(range(p)) 
such that p’ 5 p o (z-0 }. We assume without loss of generality that z is a fresh vari- 
able not occurring in zi and z2. 
Let (without loss of generality) occs(p, z) n uars(zl) = {xi, . . . ,x,} and occs(p, z) n 
uars(z2) = {yl , . . . ,yP}. Since p is a unifier these sets are surely nonempty. Denote the 
variables in rl which are not in occs(~,z) by {x,+i, . . . ,x,} and the variables in r2 
which are not in OCCS(,U,Z) by dyP+,, . . . ,y4}. Let us construct the following concrete 
terms: 
tl = s(e(xl, . . . ,xJ, f(x~, . . . ,x1), g(x,+l, . . . A, h(a, . . . ,a>) 
t2 = s(ebl,. . . ,YI), fh,. . . ,Y,), da,. . . ,a), hCv,+l,. . . ,Y,)>. 
Clearly, a(tl) = rl and a(t2) = r2. Note that: 
mgu(tl,t2) = y+?[. ,Gn+-+W>Yl++W, . ..I YpHW, 
. . . . x,Ha,y,+l+-+a ,..., y4t-+a 
and 
It is easy to see that ~0: 8, or equivalently ,u o $ = a(e) with tj the following inde- 
pendent-range substitution: 
$ = J.X. 
{ 
w  ifx=z 
0 otherwise. 
Let us demonstrate now that ,u’ pC 8. Assume that there exists an independent-range 
substitution rl/’ satisfying ,u’ o $’ = o(6). This substitution is of the form: 
$‘=;lx. w ifx=y, 
0 otherwise 
for some variable y E range($). Note that since I,+’ is an independent-range substitu- 
tion, only one variable in the range of p’ can be mapped by $’ to w. We may assume 
that both p and ,u’ are in their “minimal” form, i.e., each variable in these substitu- 
tions occurs in a distinct set of terms in their ranges. Consequently, p’ has no variable 
z’ such that occs(p, z) = occs($, z’). It follows that for any choice ofy in the above $‘, 
the unifiers ~1 o $ and p’ o II/’ are different. Thus, for any independent-range substitu- 
tion $‘, p’ o $’ # ~(6). Therefore, p’ is not a correct abstract unifier. The contradic- 
tion implies that p is a most precise abstract unifier of ri and ~2. Cl 
Theorem 5.7 (Abstract unification is optimal for set-sharing). Let d be a set of 
abstract equations and denote p = mgu&(d). There is no unifier p’ for d which is 
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more precise than u, i.e., such that u’ iir u and u $ ;,,a’, which is also correct for set- 
sharing. 
Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists another unifier p’ for d such that 
,u’ dir /J and p$ irp’. Thus, by Observation 2 there exists a variable z E vars(range(u)) 
such that ,u’ dir p o (z-0). Let 8 = {ei, . . , e,}. By Eq. (14) p = ,u, o p2 0 . . o pR, 
where ,a, = ir-mguActl(el) and ,ui = ir-mguAcIl (ei/.P’), and pi-’ = pi o p”z 0 . . . o ,u-i, 
for i = 2,. . . ,n. 
Let pk be the first substitution such that z E uars(range(uk)). Let & = 
{ ek+l,..., e,}. Thus, on step k of the resolution in Eq. (14) we have /.L = 
P k-’ 0 #ilk 0 mgud(&kpk-‘pk). 
Note that z appears in the range of p and thus, the steps from k + 1 to n do not 
compute any bindings for z. Therefore, applying the substitution (z-0) to p at step 
k is equivalent to applying it at the end of the resolution process. Since 
p’ dir p o {zH~}, there must hold one of the following possibilities: 
(1) ,k’ sir pk-’ 0 (pk 0 {zH~}) 0 mgu”(&k (pk 0 {zH~})), if (z-0) is applied to 
ir-mgu(ek), i.e., to pk; 
(2) p’ dir @’ o pk o mgu,“((&kpk) {z-0}), if {zH~} is applied to the result of ap- 
plication of & to gk; 
(3) P’ dir Pk-’ 0 Pk 0 {Z+4} 0 mgu(&kPk), if { z-0) is applied to the result of the 
composition of &’ with pk. 
If one of these possibilities holds then the corresponding “atomic” operation on 
step k, i.e., ACIl-unification, application, or composition, admits a more precise re- 
sult. But this contradicts one of the Lemmas 5.4, 1.2 and 1.4 establishing the opti- 
mality of all operations used in the abstract unification. 0 
Again, for the case of including linearity similar optimality results are obtained. 
We include here the proof of the lemma for the optimality of abstract unification 
of terms (with linearity). A result similar to Theorem 5.7 for abstract unification 
of atoms is obtained using this lemma, much in the same way as in the case of 
Theorem 5.7. 
Lemma A.10 (Optimality of lin-mguAct1). For abstract terms z1 and z2 and abstract 
unifier ,u = lin-mguAcI~(z~, zz), and for any p’ which is (strictly) less general than u, 
there exist concrete terms tl and t2 such that a(tl) = tl, o(t2) = ~2, and ,a’ $ mgu(tl, tz). 
Proof. First we consider whether the terms being unified have variables in common 
or not. If they have, we have seen in Example 8 that any possible set-sharing can 
appear during the unification of these terms. In this case lin-mguActl defaults to 
ir-mguAc-1, and therefore the proof is a case of Lemma 5.4, except for the annotation 
of terms in the range of the unifier. Moreover, the terms variables in this case can be 
bound to non-linear terms, which is also demonstrated in Example 8. But this is 
exactly what lin-mguAcIl does in this case. 
If the terms do not have variables in common then either (1) they are both non- 
linear, (2) one of them is linear but the other is not, or (3) both are linear. If both are 
non-linear lin-mguAcrl defaults again to ir-mguActl, and the claim follows directly 
from Lemma 5.4. Let us now prove the optimality of unification of abstract terms 
for the cases when lin-mguAcIl is more precise than ir-mguAcll, i.e., (2) and (3). 
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We prove (2); the prove of (3) is similar. Assume without loss of generality that z1 
is non-linear and 72 is linear. Let p = lin-mguAcIl (z,, Q) and 0 = mgu(t,, t2). Assume 
by contradiction that there exists a more precise unifier p’ of r1 and f2 such that 
p’ 0: 0. The substitution p’ can be more precise than p if it exhibits less set-sharing 
and/or more linearity than ~1. 
Let us consider linearity first. The projection of p on variables of z2 is a linear sub- 
stitution (since by Zin-mguAcIl p is linear, and z2 also is). Observe that if the projec- 
tion of ~1’ on the variables of r2 is a non-linear substitution then linearity(p) 
> linearity($) and thus, $ is not more precise than p. Thus, both projections of p 
and p’ on the variables of 72 are linear substitutions. Because of this, w.r.t. linearity 
only zl needs be considered. 
If linearity@‘) > linearity(p) then ,u’ maps some variables of zl to linear terms. In 
this situation a contradiction is easily obtained by constructing a linear concrete term 
tl and a non-linear term t2 such that a(tl) = zl, o(t2) = r2, and the unification of tl 
with t2 binds all variables of tl to non-linear terms. It follows that if p’ is a correct 
unifier then linearity(p) 2 Zinearity(p’) and consequently, if p’ is an optimal unifier 
then linearity(p) = linearity($). 
Now let us consider the case when p’ is more precise than /J because it introduces 
less set-sharing. In this case there exists at least one variable z in the domain of p such 
that ,u’ & ~1 o (z-0). Assume that 
71 =x1 @~..cBX,, 
such that (without loss of generality) occ.s(~,z) n vars(zl) = {x1,. . . ,xm}, m < 12, and 
occs(~,z) = (~1) (recall that according to Zin-rnguAcI1 on Fig. 4 only one variable of 
z2 occurs through each variable in the range of p). Consider the following concrete 
terms: 
t1 =f(XI,...,&n, g,...,g&n+l,...,&J 
t2=fdVl,...,Yl,y2,...,Yp, g,...,g). 
As we can see, o(tl) = zl, o(t2) = r2 and tl is linear. The unifier 8 of tl and t2 binds all 
variables xl, . . . ,x, to some variable w  and binds all other variables to ground terms. 
It is easy to see that ,u 0: 8, observing that p o $ = o(0) where 
II/ = /I& f”l} 
{ 
‘b’,x,e;;se 
The rest of the proof is the same as for Lemma 5.4. We demonstrate that p’ pG 0 by 
showing that there is no linear substitution I,!J’ for which CJ(@ = p’ o $‘, and thus, p’ is 
not a correct unifier. From this contradiction we conclude that p is an optimal ab- 
stract unifier of ZI and z2. 0 
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